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ABSTRACT

Since high school and college students are often
asELgned reseafch papers which require 2xtensive reading, they would
benefit by.using a specific strategy which helps them in applying
information-search skills, reading skills, and cognitive processes.
Such a strategy assumes that it is the organization of ideas from
several sotarces which produces integration in learning and that the
quality of the studen.t's written or oral output is influenced by .5he
way in wLich khe reading task is carried out. An effective stra,tegy
involves five time-management principles to assure that the ,task is
manageable and three general skill or process areas--search skills,
flexible reading skills, and idea integration. Following this
strategy makes the task possible and interesting, provides internal
reinforcement, takes fallible memory into account, gives a structure
for skill use, and produces a final report of better quality. (A
chart of the strategy is included.) (33)
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INTRODUCTION
Students in high school and college often face independent study projects,
that require thdm to do wide reading.

For example, theyMay be expected to research,

a tOpic to prepare for Writing a term paper

or for making an oral presentation.

'The lerning intention for them usually is tO develop some perspective regarding
the information they gain.. It means they are expected to' form and expand upon a
thesis idea.

Thus, they must he able to do relatively extensive reading about a topic, in
contrast to purely intensive reading from a single

text..

size and extend the ideas generated from all the reading.

Furthery they must,syntheSuccessfully carying out

such a tas.k requires the application of information search skills, reading, skills,

and cognitive processes.

To increase the,interest and efficiency in accomplishing

such a task,- a definite strategy-for.sequencing and timing must be applied to the'
skills.

ASSU1r1-1M:S

.Two :issumptions are made regarding the need for a strategy.

One is that wide

reading itself is not necessarily an integrative .learning'experience

for a reader..

Students tay collect.bits of Information from a book, do the same from others, and-piece the information'together with little integration of ideas,occurring.

;,,Instead,

it is-the organization of ideas.from several sources which brings about the integre'tion in the learni.Ig.

Another related assumpton is that the way in which the reading task is done
influences the quality,-of written or oral output a student produces.

While students

may4eceive help on the search process, and eveq on the actual Welting process,
skills

necessary for carrYing-out_the,reading part of the projeCt seldom receive
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focUsed alteution.

Spending more effort on developing various reading techniques

Oral presenmay produce better .thought and ol.7,anization in the actual written or
tation.

,

TYPICAL PROP.LEMS

There are several predictable problems students may encounter when working on .
a project involving wide reading.

Application of the-strategy generally allows

'students to deal with these problems moreaUccessfully.

or

A couple

the problems are related to the search aspect of a project.

of thum h.is to do with choosing a topic.

One

Another involves locating materials.

Other problems relate to the reading techniques used by ,-tudents.

First,

for efficient
pre-plature in,Alcpth reading of the materials can be counter-productive
ends
accomplishmnt of the task and, in sOme cases, can actually .nrevent deaired

.

information) from being
(such as developing prespective about a topic or integrating
achieved.

Also, atudents,may become discouraged after spending a considerable

amount. .of

they
1:,; on a certain part of their reading (or note-taking) if later en

fi.nd ;:ot

other

ter or part of the topic more in tune with their interests.-

Specific question
01101 there is the dilemma of needing, from thebeginning; a

that:question if the topic
to address in the research, yet not being able to-know
is in.a now Unfamiliar arca.
sometime

The begiuning.organization can be chaotic,.and students

wind up taking too many notes on miscellaneous points without a .focus

to tie tl,em tether.
know and apply.
ost of these readingproblems can be Summarized as a failure to

Part of.this
.good tire management principles as they pertain to such-a..project...

failure involves uncertain understandihg and/or careless application of reading
tec.hniques and organizational processes.
As a result, many students' behave in unfortunate' ways.

For instance, they may

brings immobi:
think only in terms of the total 1,roject, and the intimidation.Of that
.

froth poorly planned and executed
a piecect7together prolect---resuitin.g

reading may bring anxiety.,

4
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TIME mx:AcrmENT PRINCIPLES

A ilsful way to carry out an independent study project is tO apply a_ strategy using.certain time management principles..

One basic principle is that sub-units of a large task must be defined carefully.

Sce Figure 1.

(For most students an independent study project is a large

There also should be a rationale for each sub-unit specification;

,

(Insert Figure 1 about here)

Tito !:traty surxosted here has six sub-units: The first is to choose a
topic or-idea to_research.

The second is to expand the sources of information .to

a relatively large number, while the third is to limit these sources to less than

half of th riginal number.

The designated number twenty-five,in this.case is an

arbitrary fi;;Ure, yet a workable one, to begin with for most student projects.

The raCiOnale is to be able to get dbroad perspective.first--to have some sense
of tho exp4pi;iveness ofa topic and to know how much is-available regarding it-before finding_a manageable limitation of the ideas and materials.

Further, the

proccses of expanding and limiting enable a student to'gain.confidence in making
jUdgMent!, Uhout what.to learn, allowing.him to-be in control of his,own learning.
,

The fonrti- sub-unit is to find passages relevant to the topic in the selected

aources.
.

Thr rationnle for this is that im-depth'reading of-more than passages

;Is usually unnecessary and can be-distracting forj the.focus of the topic.

Finding al

passai;esbefore actually doing the in-depth reading of them.helpd to highlight
;Issues and to give perspective regarding how an issue or question is handled in
the literature.

And, it provides a known and manageable boundary for the reading;

Thc fifth sub-unit s to read in depth and to reflect on the ideas in the
pnsS.rWes.

This step offers the chance for absorption, evaluation, and integration

of idcas

By reading passages only, rather than entire sources, less time usually

lapses between the various pasdage readings.

5
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-gettin

problems.)

The sixth sub-unit is to determine the central point of the paper or talk.
The student ought to-make a statement about the topic--one that can be held up to
,

objection or for-proof.

Unle'Ss that is done, the outcome may, become a collection

only of pieced together facts and ideas.
A second time manaff.ment principle ts that a decision must be made reeardinr
-

whether or not there can be overlapping of sub-unit accomplishment.

In relating

this principle specifically to an independent study project involving wide reading,
the decision must be made that each unit has to be completed before a move to the
next _.an tA,,2 place.

An exceOtion to this can occur with the last step (deter-

mining a thesis idea).

.

That -step may stand alone or be a part of some'of the Other

sub-unit processes.

Tallure to adhere to the decision of completing-a sub-unit before moving to

the next leadsmore often to-chaos than to creativity fot most students.

It pre-

-Vents thcm fi=om deliberately developing a focus and it encourages non-productive
side-tracking.

For instance, a student oUght to have all of the sources of infor7

mitioo in front of him as he sits down to overview theM for developing some perA

spective and lor finding a manageable limitation.

He is moreapt to complete the

task oloverviewing quickly if all the sources face himthan if.some are missing.
In the latter case a Student might .be more easily tempted to read some materials

In depth pre:maturely.

Completion of each'sub7unit is in itself a reinforcing

activity fo.r continued progreSsion throughout the entire project.

A third rime malloment principleis that priority-settinv must be done for
the )er c6Ilt of ovorall time that sltould be spent on each sub-unit.

For instance,

time mlnagenent specialists (Lakein, 1973) suggest that paper work be, divided into
"A" (high) level and "C" (low) level priorities.

One should spend most of his time

on the "A" level tasks.

FolloWing this line of, thinking regardingan independent 4tudy_project, the

6
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principle wuuld imply that more time ought to be devoted to the step of reading/n-,,
reflecting on passages to integrate ideas than on the steps of searching, expanding,
and limiting.

Yet students repurt spending a disproportionate amount of time
Often, the in-depth reZling

looking for materials, expanding, and limiting them.

and integrating is done too hurriedly and incompletely.

A fourth principle is that a time schedule should be maec for each sub-unit.
The schedule should indicate whether "massed" or "distributed" time is applied to
Such an.indicatien is a key element in contributing to the efficiency

each unit.

Of carrying out the project.

Massed time refers to a relatively long unit of time

without major breaks-in it.

Distributed time refers to shorter units,of time bro-

.

. ken by ot-her

tivities.

For an independent-study project involving wide reading, massed timing

is

particularly important to apply to each of steps numbers two, three, four, and five.
(Again, refer to Figure 1.)

A student ought, to complete an.entire sub-unit.in a

single extended period Oftime (or at least.in a couple of sittings close together
.

in time)-.

_

With massed timing much of the stimulus material is fresh in mind so

',one can keep more focused on Issues and can raise questions.. There is less chance

of.forgetiing whiCh actually occurs just from the passage of time.

Also; students

can more easily keep the skills/processes separate (and the entire'process more
.

_

efficient) if they repeatedly apply one skill to a number of sources before moving

to anothr skill within a single source.
A time schedule organized by projected'time-amounts for sub-units can enable
a student to set sthaller completion goals, and he can more easily'monitor-and find
satisfaction in his progress.

The notion that there is a boundary on the sub-

unit task makeait less overwhelming and more manageable.
A"fiTth Irinci le is that the skills and processes necessary fOr carrvine out

carh step.mrt be known and.nnt intO practice by the parson ding the task.

It

'is often unClear what thespecifit akills are that bring about successful complet

ti§nof an independent,reading project.

Then when students run into difficulty'

7
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with tht process it is often difficult to pinpoint the problem.
Thore arc three genera/ skill or process areas that have to be applied for
completing extensive reading projects.

They are the search skills, the flexible

readilig iflls, and the processes by which ideas arc integrated.
suggestions will be given regarding the search skills,.

Some general

More specific suggestions

will be given for the reading skills and the processes which seem to aid integration of ideas.

Tho search.skills involve choosing a topic and locating sources of information.
A usoful strategy for choosing a topic has been suggested by Williams r:ind Long
-(1975. 1i.

110).

They outline some starting poinne for students to consider if they-

have difficulty finding a topic:

2) Behavior--is there a particular kind of behavior that would_ merit

of interest?
study?

1) Population-is there a certain group of persons

3) .Model--is there a special orientation that appeals?

4) Technique or

concoptwithin one's favorite system, is there a method that is intriguing?
5) Theoretical proposition--is there some aspect of a given theoretical orientation
vhich ou:ht to be held up to testing?
Williams and Long suggest that if a student can.respond to.one of these points,
.he has a place.to begin.

And if he'can respond to a few of them, the topic will

almost. idontify.itself.

Locating materials can .alsO-be a problem if a student does not know library
-.search

i1i.

However, it is possible to work.around this lack of skills by making

of.the :;earch tvchoolo'gy currently available.

Information-Search specialists

work in libraries, and they'themselves can spend their time.locating the sources
of information.
for topics.

Computerized"retrieval systems can quickly provide reference lists

To use such help effectively requires a different set of skills on the

-part of the studtnt.

He must be a good "client" for the information specialist.

For instance, he must be_able to think through appropriate key words.

He must also

know hoW to.handle information quickly 4nd to--Make appropriate judgments regarding
the value-of.S reference from the title or abO'Zzact of it.
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se:sond major set of skills necessary fot successful accomplishment of
1

exten:;rv

1-ading projects arc tbe flexible reading skills. .These skills
can be

.:..71.assified as overviewing, skimming, in-depth reading

and synthesizing or organizing

In.addition, these skills must be applied to the various technical, general expository, and narrative content patterns found in books and articles.

The skills will

je discm,sed briefly along with instructional suggestions for developing them.
A student must know how to overview asoure for its thesis idea and organI...

aztional dovelopment, as well as know how to overview a source for the topics,

general physical structure, and aids to readers.

If a stuaent cannoe'recognize

4' thesis idea in a book or article from an overview, and if he
cannot articulate
//

this ro. ;or point, he certainly will/have difficulty writing his own thesis for
a
term paper.

IntructionS can be given for such skills, however, to really learn them,
student,: mn.lt

them on their own materials.: For instance, seeking thesis ideas

.from..-cfal kinds of sources in current use, writing these in one's own words, and
.

.

ths-n r,7ceivilw feedback on-tb,2 work, Would give useful'practirc to a student.:

An,qh..r-necessary reaOng skill is skimming or superficial reading.

This -

refers to reading thefirst sentence:of paragraphs or some variation Of-that
activity
w;Lth'tht Of seeking key words or ideas.

Timed practice for using such techniques

Au.the students4 own materials is helpful.

Another practice activity

to give

a fixed ti-me amount (e,g. twenty Minutes) for Students to see how many sources
-0

ar:i4."1.-!0 they can cover superficially.

(grief notes should be taken on

point!,;.)

Knowine. some ways to make in-depth reading a more active process is parti.

cularly relevant to situations calling for extensive reading.

Marking idea focal

points in passages and having the intention to summarize the pertinent points
can
aid ihe active processing.

Also, intedding to relate certain ideas in a source to.
_

the major- thesis increases the chance that the proCessing will be more active.
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i-.:in.material across sources of information is a final skill which
he. considered as part of the-reading process.

This means that a reader nest

be able ro recognize elements from more than one source which-are similar or related and whith can be combined into a whole idea.

Students can practicetliis

process by.c1;oosing two books on a Similar topic and then by looking for connecting

elements in-them. .Thisimplics that they must overview each book to find passages
which can he read in depth and which can bp:the stimulus for an attempt for synthe7
sis.

.(This should be done within a given time period to encourage efficiency.)
,n

The third process necessary for successfel accomplishment of wide reading is
that of idea integration.

.ae';gY
This is not completely diStinct from the reading, and

obVIOusly"there is interaction\betweenthe reading process and the idea integration
process.
ii

learniU

;:rocess-involves relating and combining ideas from two or more so,,,arate
_

exl.oriences, hopefullyto produce more fully developed thinking_about a
Scle focal points or elements from Within one source Waich-can be related

tOpic.

tq those of

nother source include a position,- prolilem, -solution, consequence, im-

plication, reason, or process.

These elements can be related to other current*

.resd Samples, to past reading, and to Iife eXperienceS.

Outcome possibilities in-

elude is,sueS or-emergent questions., new ideas, evaluation, and applications.

There are certain surrounding conditions which tend to foster the integration
proco!..i,

Thl!i

oi,e of these involves the timing of the reading of different sources,

iii uy,

11;,,ht to.be fiiirly close together.

of notes tal.en.

Another condition involves the 'kind

They should focus on various aspects of issues.

Finally, there

.

must he ,orfort with making decisions on sourtes to skim, read,-or skip.

CONCLIoN
Following this-strategY for undertaking the readingpart of a term project has
'several advantages.

First, it makes the task manageable,lor both sequencing and:

10-
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interesting way.

Second

it provides internal reinforcement.

With

Completion of earlier sub-units, there is more impetu; to work on subsequent ones.._;
,

Third, the strategy takes into account_the-realities of pervasive forgetting.
Fourth, it 1:ives structure to the use of_skills generally carred out in incomplete
_

and disili-1cted ways.

-Finally, it produces better quality in the written or oral-

report.

11
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